Leveraging Internet Technology To Solve Business Problems

Quadrix Solutions
**Objective:**
The training department of a Fortune 500 company needed an intranet course catalog so they could cost-effectively update and disseminate information on their continually changing curriculum.

A publisher wanted to sell up-to-the-minute investment information on the Internet to its current and potential subscribers.

An entertainment company had to move its Web servers and could not afford the estimated downtime, which would have potentially resulted in the loss of 7 to 10 million visitors to their site.

**Solution:**
Implementation of fast, secure, and reliable Internet technologies through a single source ... QUADRIX SOLUTIONS.

**Introducing Quadrix Solutions ... complete solutions for all your Internet and intranet needs.**

Local Internet access providers, freelance Web developers, and fly-by-night support companies come and go with the speed of light. But for years, businesses nationwide have relied on Quadrix Solutions to meet all their Internet and intranet needs. From dedicated Internet access and 24x7 network support, to Web hosting, development, and e-commerce, we provide solutions that are innovative, reliable, and cost-effective.

Quadrix Solutions gives you something you don't often see: a stable, integrated team of experts combining in-depth technical knowledge with a decidedly business-oriented background.

Our Internet technology experts are dedicated to helping customers in four important areas:

☑ Building Internet presence
☑ Managing and maintaining networks and servers
☑ Creating next-generation Web sites
☑ Selling on the Internet

**Building Internet Presence**

When dealing with the Internet for your business, Quadrix Solutions can provide the means to meet your needs ... from hosting your Web site, to dedicated access, to managed facilities for your servers.

Flexible service options enable your business to expand as traffic increases. Close proximity between our servers and a regional access peering point further enhance the reliability and speed of access.

We allocate 3 to 10 times more bandwidth to each customer than other providers, even during peak traffic periods. Server partitioning, a proprietary firewall, data encryption, and 24x7 monitoring result in a highly secure network with 99.95% uptime or better.
Managing and Maintaining Networks and Servers

When it comes to creating, procuring, configuring, moving, and maintaining networks of computers, no technical team matches the expertise and experience of Quadrix Solutions Network Services Group.

Proactive system monitoring and administration is available on a 24x7 basis, with guaranteed 4-hour response to troubles, 365 days a year. Clients running business-critical applications can opt for round-the-clock, hands-on coverage at one of our partner Network Operations Centers (NOCs). We also offer server relocation and re-engineering services that take the worry out of moving Internet servers and improving their stability and security. Networks managed by the Quadrix Solutions Network Services Group can be located at the customer’s premises, the Quadrix secure server facility, a Quadrix Solutions partner NOC, or any other data center.

Creating Next-Generation Web Sites

Want to take your Web presence to a higher level? The Quadrix Solutions Web Development Group can deliver a look and functionality that will make your competitors green with envy.

World-class design, next-generation interactivity, powerful content, easy navigation, fast loading, and integration of business processes into your Web site transform your Net presence into a powerful selling tool — a Web site that levels the playing field and makes you stand head and shoulders above the crowd. Our flexible hosting options enable your Web site to economically expand as traffic increases. We’re also pros at building intranets and extranets with the level of functionality and security your company and customers demand.

Selling On The Internet

Integrating your existing inventory, fulfillment, and accounting systems with your new e-commerce sales channel is serious business. Quadrix Solutions E-Commerce Group is uniquely qualified to help you succeed.

We use a combination of best-of-breed tools and services, plus custom applications, to create e-commerce systems that meet your objectives; and your budget. Applications range from on-line catalogs and shopping carts, to demographic capture and payment processing. The result is a cash-generating “virtual storefront” on the Web — one that enables your customers to buy your products any time of the day or night.
"...Quadrix delivered my project fast, with a hands-on approach that made me feel confident that my application was going to work. Building high performance web server architectures yields a continually challenging environment. Quadrix engineered a solution that allows me to adapt to that environment. I rate Quadrix a 10 in the area of prompt, quality design of custom server applications."

— Gerry Libertelli, Technical Director
SmartMoney Interactive

"There aren't many companies that get beyond customer satisfaction to customer enthusiasm. Quadrix is one of the few. The Quadrix team was able to take on our web-based training catalogue project and deliver a professional, effective product on time. Throughout the process they listened to our needs and creatively worked to exceed our expectations...and they did it on budget. Their customer-centered focus created a fan."

— Nick Ariemma, Director of Sales Training
Cyanamid Agricultural Products
North America

"Their complete grasp ... makes Quadrix Solutions an invaluable partner in our Internet endeavors."

"Although it may sound easy, you can't just pick up your Internet servers, move them to a new location, and turn them on. Nothing goes that smoothly in the systems world. Quadrix professionally managed our recent server move, impressing us with their depth of knowledge and tireless perseverance. They then expertly re-engineered our servers and procedures, resulting in a much more stable, easily maintained environment. Their complete grasp of system and network administration, coupled with their 24x7 support services, makes Quadrix an invaluable partner in our Internet endeavors."

— Eric Johnson
Director, Internet Services
BMG Entertainment

Quadrix Clients

More major companies are calling on Quadrix Solutions for Internet success! Here is a partial list:

American Cyanamid
AT&T
Bell Atlantic
BMG
FMI International
Great Gorge Resort
Hidden Valley Resort
MediCom of Princeton, Inc.
Norton Performance Plastics
Power Media Group
Smart Money Interactive
Steelcase, Inc.
Union County College
Williams/Gerard Productions, Inc.

How May We Help You?

Wherever you are on the Internet today, Quadrix Solutions provides a clear, cost-effective path that can take you to the next level of reliability, speed, profitability, and performance ... faster and more smoothly than you ever thought possible. For a free, no-obligation analysis of how our technical experts can solve your company’s toughest Internet challenges, contact Quadrix Solutions today.

Quadrix Solutions, Inc.
255 Old New Brunswick Road Suite S-220
Piscataway, New Jersey 08854-3739
Tel: (732) 235-2335 Fax: (732) 235-2336
www.quadrix.com info@quadrix.com